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Louis  Vuitton's  Rare and Exceptional handbags  in exotic skins

 
By JEN KING

In opposition to its use of exotic leathers, the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals has purchased stock in
French luxury conglomerate Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton.

PETA's decision to buy stock in LVMH comes after it the animal rights organization released a film expos on the
cruelty inflicted on crocodiles to harvest their skins for leather goods such as handbags and footwear. Through its
stake holding, PETA hopes that it can push LVMH to end exotic-skin sales from within the corporation.

"This announcement is symbolic, an appeal to attention in a year where the world's events -- Brexit, the transition of
the United States presidency and Russian interference, banking failures in Italy -- are capturing the already strained
attention of luxury executive and clients," said Marie Driscoll, principal, Driscoll Advisors.

"Someone has to speak up for the crocodiles; thank you PETA," she said.

Ms. Driscoll is  not affiliated with LVMH or PETA, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Animals are not ours to wear, says PETA 
PETA's film expos investigated a number of crocodile farms in Vietnam. Two of the farms visited, at one time,
supplied skins to a tannery owned by LVMH, the parent of brands such as its flagship Louis Vuitton, Dior and many
others.

During its investigation, PETA found crocodiles lying motionless in small, concrete cells. Many of the cells were
too small for the animals' bodies.

The farms kept the crocodiles in the cells for 15 months prior to being slaughtered.

At another farm, crocodiles were jammed by the dozen in barren pits and at another the reptiles were cruelly killed
by ramming metal rods down their spines. PETA also filmed a crocodile still moving after it had been skinned (see
story).

Responding to PETA's report, LVMH issued a statement, saying, "The information that PETA has sent out about the
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LVMH group's relations with crocodile farms in Vietnam is incorrect. The LVMH group and its suppliers ceased all
trading in 2014 with the farms named by PETA.

"The practices described by PETA are in total contradiction to the principles and rules of the LVMH group. PETA
was informed of all these elements before broadcasting its video."

Despite LVMH no longer working with the Vietnamese farms shown in the film, the expos has placed a spotlight on
the conglomerate's sourcing and has brought up questions of ethics at a time when consumers are buying more
consciously than ever before.

Louis Vuitton's Capucines MM in crocodile leather retails for $48,500

As of press time, PETA's crocodile expos has been viewed more than 30 million times.

Hoping to persuade LVMH to halt exotic-skin manufacturing, PETA purchased stock in the conglomerate on Jan. 12.

By becoming a shareholder of LVMH on the Euronext Paris stock exchange, PETA plans to pressure the the group
from within to end the selling of bags and other merchandise made from exotic skins such as crocodile, python and
ostrich leathers.

"Every PETA expos of the exotic-skins industry has found that sensitive living beings are crammed into filthy pits and
hacked apart while still alive," said Ingrid Newkirk, president of PETA, in a statement.

"From street demonstrations to the boardroom, PETA will push LVMH to stop selling bags, watchbands and shoes
made from a reptile's skin," she said.

PETA also finds fault in brands using ostriches for leather.

Prior to the December crocodile expos, PETA singled Italy's Prada and France's Herms for the unethical treatment
of ostriches.

Ostrich leather, an exotic skin known for its polka dot pattern where the bird's feathers once grew, is commonly
used by leather goods brands. PETA's investigative report, posted to YouTube, shows the mistreatment of ostriches
for the benefit of luxury brands.
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Herms Birkin bag in ostrich leather

PETA's "Ostriches killed for Herms, Prada Bags" calls out these two brands despite other well-known leather goods
brands also using the material.

Nevertheless, the nearly six-minute video shows scenes of ostriches being plucked, electrocuted and exsanguinated
while conscious. Scenes of the brutal treatment of these birds is juxtaposed with footage of ostriches in the wild (see
story).

For the love of animals
Similar to its LVMH investigation, PETA has targeted Herms and its use of reptile skins.

In July 2015, Herms faced continued pressure from PETA following the activist organization's allegations of
mistreatment of alligators and crocodiles that eventually become its handbags and watches.

After PETA released video footage of farms that it linked to the brand, Herms issued a statement to press, but
remained quiet on social media even in the face of hundreds of negative comments.

The film follows two anonymous guides through farms in Zimbabwe and Texas that supposedly supply Herms with
skins, with these workers providing a rundown of the conditions the animals are raised in, which they say includes
life in crowded concrete pits or dirty pools.
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Herms Birkin Bag in red crocodile leather

This film also showed footage of the process used to kill the animals, which allegedly includes repetitive shots from
a bolt gun or being cut while they are still able to feel pain (see story).

As it did with LVMH, PETA purchased stock in Herms due to its use of exotic animal skins.

According to The Street, PETA reached the one-year threshold of a Herms shareholder in July, and will be able to
submit a shareholder resolution this coming spring.

PETA has purchased stock in a number of companies it finds fault in, including Air Services Transport Group,
Groupon and SeaWorld all for animal rights infractions such as transporting primates to laboratories, promoting
circuses and forced-performances in captivity.

"LVMH has a strong record of social responsibility and community engagement," Ms. Driscoll said. "This issue was
resolved years ago.

"Media and publicity can exert pressure toward right behavior, but LVMH gives far more than mere 'lip service' to
ethical concerns," she said. "As a shareholder, PETA has a small, but mostly inaudible voice at the table."
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